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1. Purpose and Scope 
CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL 
a. Thi$ manual explaiM ho\\' trans.portation intelligence is 
produced, disSBcminated, and uS-W. 1t is Co tr.lllTIinz sOld planning 
guide for personnel concerned with transportation information and 
intelligence. 
b. The transportation inte1ligence responsibilities and functions 
of transportation officers, transportati'.)n staff sections, and trans-
poriation units are <'\xpla!ned. The organization for colleding i!1~ 
formation and prociuring transportation imellig;:nce is discus;:;etL 
The fundamentals of coHecting and proces:;ing information and of 
disseminating and using transportation intelligence are explained. 
Source reference.\> for tran$ponation intelligence and related sub~ 
jm::t..<> are listed in appendix L Inforffi2.tion requirements and pos.-
sible forc,)g11 sources of information for each mode of transporta· 
tion are outlined in appendixes 11 through \'11. App1mdix VIII 
consists of sample lU!elllgem:e photographs. whkh show how 
transporta:lon facilities and equipment should be photographed. 
Sample reporting formats are sho·,,,·n in appendix IX; transporta· 
tion term,,; are defined in appendix X. Procedur<':,; described herein 
are in accord with accepted Depanment of the Army doctrine and 
apply to all e<:helons of command. (PM 30-16 prescribes the over-
all responsibilities and organization for the production of technical 
intelligence.) 
c. The material presented herein is applicable without modifica_ 
tion to both nuclear and nOn1lUclear warfare. 
d. 1:sers of this marn.:al are NlcouJ:"aged to submil recommended 
changes or comments to improve; the manual. Comments shouid 
be keyed to the specific page, paragraph, and line of the text in 
whieb ti:e change is recommended. Re250n~ should m: provideci 
for each Nmmem: to insure under5tanding .and complet.1;l ev.ah:.a_ 
tion. Comments should be forwarded direct to the Commandant, 
U.S. Arm:; Transportation Sc.hool, Fort Eu.;;tj", Va. 
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2. Function 
a. Definiti(Yf/, Transportation int.~mgence is the product result-
ing from the collection, evaluatioTl, interpretation, analysis, and 
:integration or all a\'ailah](; information about the air, land, and 
water transportation systems of foreign areas of operations that 
are of immediate or pottmtial miEt2.:rr significance. This i?ltelH-
genee includes data on thE: eharacteri~tic5, condition, deyelopment, 
organization. materiel, operation, :r;miptenance, and construc:ion 
of transportation systems and facilities. 
b, Roi(;. Transportation intelligence is nec.essar)' when eval-
uating the feasibility of l:nited SUl.tes or enemy operations in a 
giwm :area. It proYides data essential to strat.;-gic, logistical, and 
tactical planning by-
(1) Providing the Defense Department and other govern-
mental agenci<:ls with intelligence about the phYsical 
characteristics of transporta~jon syste.."ns and their allied 
activities. 
(2) Supporting the War planni!lg schedule that is directed 
b~' the Joint Chi.;-fs of Staff and implement<:ld by the 
military departments aI)d the unith,ld a!ld specified com-
manders overse$. 
(3) Furnj~hing commanders at all echelons with timely intel-
ligence upon which to bas,t their decislons. 
c. Cflordinatifili. It is most jmpor:ant that a continuing and 
vigorous system of transport"t\on Inte)1lgence liaison and coordl-. 
nation he maintained wi1:h other staffs, units, and agencies, at 
appropriate staff level;., under the supervision and within the 
policies of the Ass:stant ChilO! of Staff for intelligenc-Ii! (ACSl). 
Coordination in areas of mtnua! interest pr(:eluaes i.:onfusion and 
duplication of effort. Railway, motor transport, "' .. ater terminaL 
and air terminal intelligenc.:: is. a1:;0 of major interes; to the Corps 
of Engineers. 'The QuartermHsrer Corp~ is interested in some 
distdbutlon facilities, such as pipelines and storage tanks for POL 
prooucts. The Military Police Corps requires transportation intel_ 
ligence dealing with motor tn:nspor\. ,rafflc control and the phys-
ical security of sllch installation;; aDd f&cilitit)s ail: br;dg~s, tunnels, 
terminal;;. ma:rsb:t.!ing yards, and bnding :fields. The Signal Corps 
is concerned with t~lecomm"..l,dcati.0ns equipment and procedures 
for the control of t.raffic poeftaining to .all tranSJ)ortation modes. 
The Orcin«)1c€ Corps is particulariy interested in ordnance equip-
ment us,td for tr;msportation, especiall;.· that used for motor trans-
port. Civ!] Affair" tlnjt~ .and swff$ are concerned with transporta_ 
tion information about the civil population. 
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3. General 
CHAPTER 2 
ORGANIZATION 
Arm)",'dde organization for the coH€Ction of information, proc~ 
essing of collected informatil)n, and dissemination and use of the 
resulting teehnical intelligence about foreign facilities and mate-
riel is pre.::;cribed in FM 30-16. This chapter discusses Transporta-
tion Corps organizational elements concerned directly with trans-
portatkm intelligence activitie;; in oversea areas, Organization 
in a theater of ()peratioIlS is shown in figure 1. 
4. Trcmsportation Officer and Stoff 
11. Transportation Officer. The transportation officer of a com-
mand, under the general staff direction and supervision of G2, 
has organizatIQ,nal elements that enable him to accomplish his 
transportation intelligence reslNl'lsibiliEes. The transportation 
intelligence ofiker on his staff is directly concerned with perform-
ing this function. 
b. Tran..<>podation Special Staff SUHon. Th~ transportation 
spetial st.'l.ff section in o\'er$ea commands norm"Ey indudes a 
plans and intelligenCe division. This cih·ision has .an intelligence 
branch, under the transporUition intelligence offker, org2nized to 
carry out the intelligence duties and responsibilities of the trans-
portation officer as defined in FM's 30-16 and 101-5. 
5. Transportation Intelligence- Teams 
a. General. Under the general "taft' direction and supervision 
of GZ, the transportation officer is responsible for the accomplish-
ment of the assigned mission of TOE 55-500 tnmsporiation intd-
ligence teams. In some instanees thestJ inte)ljgtJrlce teams are the 
only specially trained transportation inteHigenee J)€rsonne! avail-
able to a command. They assist the transportation officer to 
discnargf: his intelligence responsibilities, including liaison with 
transportation. engineer. signal, and other staff elements. They 
are his intelligence s'"..aff-planning, collecting, processing, and 
re.porting informaiion and maintaining imelligence. The b-ans-
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ponation corps has th.ree types of intelligence warns; they are 
desjgn~ted HA, HB, and He. Ea<;h team 15 responsible for the 
perior!1lanee of speCi?l.liuo transportation intellhr,.-nce activities. 
The HA and HE teams are large teams; they han~ personnel 
repre3enting all transportation modes. The He team is a small 
one and is used to augment either of the other teams or to operate 
where large teams are not justified. The organi.zation, c;;.pability, 
and normaJ asslgP.rnent or attachment of ez.>:-!J team are described 
below. Properly authorized sud !.l1lder the supervision of the 
appropriate staff transportation officer, teams or team personnel 
may be assigned or attached to anr organization that needs tht\m. 
b. Team HA (Colledion). 
(1) This team is capable of collecting and p.artiaHy ptoc-
eszlng technical informat)rm and reporting information 
and any intelligence produced abo;.n phySical character-
istics. critical featUres, resources, condition, organization, 
operation. and performance of forE:ign transportation 
systems. The tea.-n also selects, processes, and expedites 
the flow of foreign trallspor...atior; materiel for intel-
ligence purposes. 
(2) One or mote HA teams are normally assigned or attaehed 
to a corps, field army, or logistical command headquarters 
under supervision of the appropdate staff transportation 
offizer_ These teams may aJ$O be 2.s.;;igned -or attached to 
an inte1!igence unit organized under TOE 30-600. 
c. Team HE (Research). 
(1) This team is capable of producing and reporting tech-
nical intelllgence concerning the pr..ysica! chz.:ra-eteristics, 
critical features, resources, e-onciition, orga.nlzation, oper-
ation, performance, and capacitie3 of foreign transporta· 
tion systems. The team selects, proceS$,t$, and expedites 
the fiow of foreign transportation materiel. It can also 
perform selected transportation informaikm colle<:tion 
missions. 
(2) One or more .of these teams are normally assigned to or 
attached to a theater, theater army headquarters, field 
army headquarters or logistical command headquarters 
under supervis]Qn of the appropria:e staff transportation 
officer. T~ms may also be assigned or attached to An 
intelligence unit organized under TOE :30-600. 
d. Tea.m He (Augmentation). 
OJ Although limited in personnel, thi5 team's capabi.litIes 
are similar to those of the HA team. 
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(2) The He team normany is assigned or attached to an HA 
or HB team as augmentation or to a command or theater 
if the assignment oJ a larger team is not justified. It 
may alw be aSo,ignd or attached to an intelljgence uni, 
orgltniud under TOE 30--600, 
6. Division Tronspodotion Officer 
The tr.am<portatjon officers of the infantry tand armored diyi· 
sions and the tra!1sponatio!1 officer (an ass:.3tant to the Ass!stant 
Chief of SU:\ff. G4) of the airborne division have the same general 
inWl!igencf.: fU!1ctio!lS as transportation officers of higher echelons. 
Their functkms an, Eubj€(;t to such modifications as may be 
directed by their division commanders. See FM 30-16 for detailed 
information . 
• 
7. Genero! 
CHAPTER 3 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
The collection of transportation information and the production 
and dissemination of transportation intelligence are command 
respon.;;ibillties, The transportation officer aSSist.,. the commander 
in the discharge of theM' respc-nsibilitles, In this text, the term 
"transportation officer" refers to the tramportatlon spe£ia! staff 
oifwer at each le\'ej of command o'Ut;;id€: the continental United 
States, including the transpona:ion officer of a combat division. 
At all €Chelons. the G2 il; responsible for technical :inte!!igenee 
coordination and 15 the initial point of contact with non~Army 
ag,mcies--dvll, miEt&rY, domes,ic, and foreign. In addition, he 
is respo!lsible for integrating and coordinating the collection effort 
-of all technical Intelligence 8.¥end(!$ within ~h€ command, indud-
ing tnoS€ of th(! technical ser-dces. 'Cnneces$<l.ry duplical;ioB of 
effort will result unless coorciinati<)ll is effected between ~dl con-
cerned becaui>(! the other technie,d serylces. G2'$. of all co:mm:o.llds, 
other Army agencies. dements of th€c :-:a\':: and Air Force, and 
other;; a150 collect and report t,am.p0rtaH<:>r. i".forW2tlon and·or 
intelligence. 
S. Individual Responsibilities 
The incil\-ldual re;;pC-""ibiEtles outlined In the followillg sub--
paragraphs are genera! in nature. Detaiied information require-
ments and colk~ctiOll p,ocedures at the operatl)'l£: level are gh'en in 
appendixes 1l through YII for each mod_e of transportation. 
Tnwsportation j)ersonnel at all op-€rating echelon;; should be thor-
oughly familiar with the information requirements that pertain 
especially to their mode of transpOrt. 
a. Intelligence Siafj Officers. The As;>.istant Chief 'Of Staff for 
Intelligence at De?2.rtment of the Army level, oirl'!ctor>; of securit.v, 
and GZ's at lower echelons of command, with the assistance of 
te(hnicai intellig-ence coordinators, general and special staff offi-
cers, and technical sped1l1ists evaluate and interpret information 
in accordance with their esmbll.shed inteHlgence responsibilities 
and command directives, They produce intelligence in relation to 
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giY€!l operational situations to determine the capabilities and 
prohable course;; of action of hostile military forces, The respon-
sibilitie£ of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligenee ami the 
techOlical services for technical inte!Egence about foreign facilities 
and materiel usabJe in militnry operations are prescribed in F1[ 
30-H~. 
b, Chief of Transportation. The Chief of TUmsportation is 
responsible for--
(1) Procl.uc1ng and maintaining worldwide transportation 
intellig",nc€ to service full~' the basic and staff transpor-
tation intelligence needs of the Transportation Corps and 
the Other technical ser ..... ices; the Departm~nt. of the Army, 
Defense, State, and Commerce; the Ce!;tral Intelligence 
Agency; and the joint task force commanders, army 
component commanders, and UJlined and s;Jecined com-
manders in o\""ersea areas. 
(2) PrOViding training iadlities and programs (rh. 4), 
($.) Pe!"forming the intelligence functions common to the 
chiefs of all technical services (FM 3()-.16}. 
c. Chief, Transportation Intelligence Ag€l1cy. The Chief of the 
U.S. Army Transportatian Illte.lligence )...gency, a ch<ss II a-Ctivity 
of the Chief of Transportation, assists the Chief of Transporta-
tion in carrying out his intelligence responsibilities by producing 
and malnullning the following types of transportation intelligence 
studies, e:>timates, and amdyses. 
(1) The tr:ansportation sections of the National Intelligence 
Surveys proYicie, on a world",jde basis, a complete and 
compreh~nsh·€ eo\-erag~ of basic information about rail-
roaas, highways, inland waterways, portS 8.11d harbors, 
and aviation. These survey.'; contain t;,~chnical d;::,ta con-
cerning phYsical charaeteri,;tics, condition, critical fea-
tures, and limiting factors (bridge and tunnel data are 
furnished by the Corps of Engineers), resources. per-
formance data, and operating procedures of transportx,-
tioD modes. These are produ.::ed under the Joint direction 
and supervision of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intel-
ligence, Department of the Army, and the Central1ntel-
iigence Agency. They assist other U.S. Government 
agendes in the developm,mt and executi()n ()f policies, 
pl:aT:!s, estimates, and decisions affecting national security, 
foreign policy, and the readiness posture M the Armed 
Forces. 
(2) Special transportation network analyses and milit2ry 
line·of-communication studies contain summary descrip· 
tions of 'Poris, beacbes, and road and rail nets, including 
their throughput capac.itie,;:. They also describe airfields 
and give their runway b€aring charaderistks and cap" 
sbilities, 
(3) Special studies, estImates, aDc analysis of foreign mm· 
tary transportation equipment (induding rotary· wing 
and light nxedw'>ving aircraft), organizations, instaHa_ 
tion;;, scientific and technic,al personnel, techniques, and 
reS€arcn and development p.rogr€:Ss. 
d. Chief of Engineers. The Chief of Engineers is responsible for 
making maps and geodetic surveys that show the location, identity, 
and physical charaderistics of all natural, cultural, and military 
surface features of foreign geographical regions. His duties aL-so 
include the development of intelligence data on the physkal 
engIneering characteristic;;: and the conditions required for the 
m.'l;jntenance, construction, reconstruction, and demolition of air, 
land, and water transportation systems. Respolls-ibmty for pro. 
dueing terrain intelligence has been assigned to the Chief of 
Engineers. For functions of the agcncie;; that assist in the prep-
aration of these studies see FM 5-30. Also under the staff super-
vision of G2, the staff engineer: 
(1) Produces and maintains terrain studies based upon ter-
rain analysis. This involves: 
(a) Determining the requirements for terrain informatiOll, 
based upon requests from GZ. 
(b) Collecting and eYaluating terrain information. 
(t) Assembling terraln intelligence into a terrain study. 
(2) Provldes technical interpretation of the ten·$in covering 
such facto!"s of militar;-' significance as obstades, routes, 
and avenues of approach, .cover and eoncealme!lt, larlo 
forms, hydrology, cross-country mo .... ement and related 
subjects. 
(3) DiSSeminates tenain stud ie,s and other technically eval-
uated informati<)!'. through appropriate channels, For 
details of engineer responsibility in terrain intelligence 
see PM 30-10. 
e. Chief Signal Officer. The Chief Signal Officer is responsible 
for the collection and processing of Signal infOrmation and the 
prodUction and maintenance of intelligence concerning teleCOrrlw 
municatiom:. equipment. and fadlities used for control of truffic by 
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rail, air, motor transport, waterways, and within water terminals, 
From an lntel1ig,"nce point of view, communication systems which 
are installed and ope).'"ated exclusively for railway operational use 
are generaliy consid.;red a part of the railway system and are 
treated as such by Transportation Corps intelligence personnel. 
Detailed guidance for the eoHedion of this information is given in 
DA Pam 30---100. The responSibilit.ies of-the Chief Signal Officer 
are described fully in FM 11--30. 
f. PrOt'ost Marshal General. The Provost Marshal Gtneral is 
responsible for trafiic control; traffic control reconnaissance, sur· 
veys, and studies; prisoner-of~war processing and evacuation; 
control of refugees and the circulation of indiyiduals; and the 
protection of property and installations. Much valuable transpOr-
tation information is accumulated dUring the perionnance of 
these functions. 
g. Chief oj Ordnance. 'I'he Chief (}f Ordnance is responsible for 
the production and maintenance of h)c:hnical intftlligence concern-
ing ordnance materiel used in transportation. 'this applies partic_ 
ularly to motor transport €<juipment and supporting facilities and 
installations. 
h. Chief of Ciril Affairs. Civil affairs embraces the relationship 
between the military force$ and civil authorities and the people 
In a free country or area, or in an occupied country or area when 
military forces are present, The Chief of Civil Affairs is respOll-
sible for the production and maintenance of intelligence about the 
area pertaining to ib.; cl\--il population, government, economy, and 
institutions. This indudei\ transportation information that affects 
civil affairs plans and operations. 
i. Tn::m,<'partation Officer. The transporttdon officer of any com" 
mand is responsible for collecting transportation information, 
processing it into transportation intelligence, and disseminating it 
through appropriate charmels. He uses transportation technical 
data and intemgence for his ov.-" military planning purposes and 
prepares special transportation inte\Jjgenc€ studies, reports, and 
analyses for G2 use in estimating the eff()'~t of enemy transporta_ 
tion capaelties and capabilities on both our own and enemy military 
operatkmi$, The transportation officer provides the transportatjoll 
intelligenee trtdning required to qualify intelligence personnlll 
under his control to perfDTm their duties. To assist in establishing 
a continuing and thorough info:rmation collection effort, the trans" 
porttaUon officer impl"'ment; procedures to insure cool"cijnatior. and 
collaboration with other agencies on technical intelligence train-
ing, technique", manuals, and other intelligence matters. He al$O 
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provides technical supervision and coordination of the intelligence 
activities of transportation staff sections, transportation intel-
ligence teams, and transportation units of subordinate head-
quarters and assists these sections and units when possible. See 
FM 30-16 for further intelligence responsibiliUes of the trans-
portation officer. 
j. Transportation Intelligence Officer. This officer performs the 
intelligence staff function on the transportation officer's staff. He 
may be a team commander or some other member of the staff. He 
assists in the preparation of and executes the transportation 
officer's intelligence plans and elements of plans as presnibed by 
G2. The transportation intelligence officer trains his own section 
or unit in intelligence functions and in appropriate transportation 
subjects. Normally, he is delegated the responsibility for the tech-
nical super ..... ision of teams and of transportation intelligence 
training and operations in staff sections and in units of subordi-
nate headquarters. He coordinates with the operations officer in 
the preparation of training programs. 
k. Transportation Staff Section Chiefs and Unit CommandeTs. 
Chiefs of transportation special staff sections and commanders of 
operating units keep the transportation intelligence officer and/or 
the appropriate transportation intelligence team informed of their 
current and anticipated operational plans and inteliigence require-
ments. They are responsible for- the prompt reporting and sub_ 
mitting of foreign transportation documents and captured trans_ 
portation equipment which they gain possession of or of which 
they have knowledge. Information is forwarded to the next higher 
e<:helon without delay. Captured enemy documents and materiel 
are reported promptly and processed through appropriate chan-
nels. Each Transportation Corps unit commander and staff section 
chief insures that all personnel under his command know and 
understand their intelligence duties. 
Z. Other T7anspoTtMion Corps Personnel. All personnel are 
responsible for reporting promptly to their commander or section 
chief all information of intelligence value pertaining to the enemy, 
his strength, equipment, location, and movement. They too are 
responsible for safeguarding and turning in captured documents 
and equipment. Personnel in all headquarters and units must 
make a continuous effort to collect and to report all types of trans-
portation information of potential intelligence value that can be 
collected within their area of operations. 
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9. Introduction 
CHAPTER 4 
TRAINING 
4, General. IntelligencE: training generally fo110W$ procedures 
outlined in FM's 21-5 and 21-6 and appllCilble Army trainbg pro-
grams. It is both spe:cialized and generaL Transportation intel-
ligence specialists, assigned Ol' attached to inte1ligence teams, are 
giy€n specialized training in the collection and processing of 
information and in th0 production of intelligence. AU transporta-
tion pe,sonnel, officer and enlisted, are given genera] trair:ing in 
transportation intemg.mce. In the general training. particular 
emphss!s is plsced on the collecting and reporting of p~!tinent 
information. 
b. Rcsponsibiliths. 
(1) Th .. Chief of Transportation is responsible for insuring 
tha':: facHities and appropriate programs of instruction 
are pro\'ideci for general and specialized transportation 
intelligence training of Transportation Corps personr.el 
and units. FM 30-16 st.ates responsibiJdes and general 
subjects tD be covered in the programs of instruction. 
(2) Commanders at all echelons are primarlly responsible 
for trar:sportation intelligence training of the pe!'sonnel 
in their wmmands. 
(3) Transport2.tjon intelligence officers, through close co¥ 
ordination with plans and training officers, are .respon-
sible for establishing the transportation intellig«nce 
training program and for staff supervision of this pro-
gram, This program must include the training of itltel-
ligen\:<: specialists as well as other personnel. Integrated 
and concurrent training should be incorporated in the 
program whenever possible (par, 12). 
(4) Unit officer and noncommissioned office!' personnel are 
also responsible for transportation intelJigenC€ training, 
particularly the training of personnel who are not in-
telligence specialists. Unit training offers the chief op-
portunity fOT integrated and concurrent training. 
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c. Training. 
(1) Officer and enIi:>'tec b:anspprtatlo!'l intelligence speeial-
ists ll.rt< trll.ined to research, collect, process, and report 
transportation technical information and intelligence. 
Their primary mission is to eonyert information into 
useful intelligence. They recei .. e speciai training in the 
various modes of transpoytatlOn and aye normany E.5-
signed to transportation intelligence teams. The ap-
pendixes of this manual and ATP 55--207 should be used 
for guidance in the preparation of training programs for 
these specialists. Whime .. er possible. poter:.tial team mem-
bers should receive their sped:tlized traini::1g at S€'n:ice 
schools. 
(2) All other personnel mllst be trained to be aware of the 
importance of intelligence and to understand the funda-
mentals of coHectinz and reporting ir.iormatiofi, Intel_ 
ligence training should be taught whenever possible as: 
concurtent and integrated training (par. 12) > 
10. Obiectives 
$. Crea.ting hte/Hgene/? Consciousness. The deyelopment of 
intelllgence awaren"ss in both individuaJ;; and unit~ should be the 
principal objecth'e of a training program. Sources of infonnatio!l, 
the ability to recognize information of intelligence value, methods 
of collecting, and methods of reporting are of primary importance. 
All personnel must be traim:e to ob~rve carefully, to remember 
what they have observed, and to report observations prompt]:". 
Emphasis must be placed upon the objettive reporting of facts-
not the interpretation of facts by personnel not qualified to do so. 
b. Esta-blishing a Situation" Because- one objective of intel_ 
ligence training is proficiency 1n combat, as much training as 
possible should be conducted in a tactical situatio!'! and with z 
simulated or actually played enemy. Indilddual and unit training 
should be conducted in realistic situations. 
c. Emphasizing SllDjects Rem_ted io Transportatiall. Although 
almost any obSetTation may become a part of th-e broad field of 
intelligence, emphaSis must b€ placed upon subjects related to the 
various modes of transportation. 
1 i. Pertinent Subjects 
The subjects liswd or referred to helot>; COveT items that pertain, 
either directly or indirectly, to transportation inteliigence. Trajn~ 
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ing officers may use these lists as guides when making training 
plans and schedules_ The subjects listed in a below should be 
taught to all transportation personnel; transportation intelligence 
specialists and those who are concerned with the transport mode 
indicated should be instructed in the subjects listed in b below. 
FM 30--16 lists additional subject matter. 
a. Subjects Common to all Transportation ,1,fodes. 
(1) Purpose and scope of intelligence. 
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(2) The intelligence cycle. 
(3) Methods of collecting and reporting information; theory 
and practice of observation. 
(4) Counterintelligence and security. 
(5) Information sources in general: captured military and 
civilian personnel, photographs, documents, captured ma_ 
teriel, facilities, and installations. 
(6) Organization and mission of transportation intelligence 
teams. 
(7) Policies concerning war trophies. 
(8) Guerrilla warfare and its effect on transportation. 
(9) Map a!ld photograph evaluation; terrain analysis. 
(10) Counterintelligence applied to transportation. 
(ll) Responsibility of individuals for technical intelligence. 
(12) Determination of-enemy transport capabilities and vul-
nerabilities. 
(13) Security discipline; use of signs and countersigns. 
(14) Identification of enemy equipment, clothing, and insignia. 
(15) Maintenance of operations maps; military symbols. 
(16) Defense against enemy propaganda. 
(17) Training in the use of enemy weapons and equipment. 
(18) Organization and characteristics of enemy armed forces. 
(19) Handling and processing of captured enemy personnel 
and documents. 
(20) Route reconnaissance and classification. 
(21) Intelligence responsibilities of the Transportation Corps; 
objectives of transportation intelligence. 
(22) Effect of climate, weather, and terrain on transportation. 
(23) Captured enemy materiel: examination, marking, evac-
uation. 
(24) Determination of when to classify intellige!lce data; 
importance of keeping from the enemy what we know 
about him. 
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(25) Importance of'transportation intelEg€!lc:e to tactkal and 
strategk planning. 
(26) Languages of the areas of operations. 
(27) Determining effects of CBR and nuclear warfare on 
transportation. (Se« FM 3-130 fat" deuiled information.} 
(28) Related subjects. 
(a) C,)mmunications. 
(b) Code of conduct, evasion, escape. 
(c) Elementary map and aerial photognph reading. 
(d) Organization of the t.~.S. Army and its relationship to 
othr services, 
(e) Camounage discipline. 
(f) Basic photography. 
b. Subjects Pecu.liarto TransportatiOJl lrfod~, 
(1) Aviation Information Requirements (app. II): Aviation 
Terms (app. X). 
(2) Inland \\'aterway Information Requirements (app. III); 
Inland \\'aterway Terms (app. X). 
(3} Motor Transport Information R"q"lrem~nu:. (ap-p. IY) ; 
"1iotot Transport Terms (app. X). 
(4) Port, Beach, and Landing Area Information Require·· 
ments (app. V); Port, Beaeh .'>nd Landing Area Terms 
(app, Xl, 
(5) Railway Information Requirements Cappo VI) ; Railway 
Terms (app. X). 
{6) Mi$:;:ellaneous_Transportation Informa!ion Requirements 
(app. VII). 
12, Types of Training 
The three general types of training-schedliJed, concurrent, and 
integrated.-are described below . .It is of the utmost importance 
that an training time be used effidently; this requires detailed 
planning and careful supe:rdsion to insure that each man is fully 
occupied during all of his allotted training time. See F~rs 21-5 
and 21-6 for detailed tl:h:hniques of military instruction. 
c. ScJu:dlJ.led Training. This is "training thn is programed in 
accordanc<o: with ATP":;;, poslcyde POl's, a!:.G other appropriate 
authorities, Scheduled training usually consists of basic, cadre, 
advanced individual CMOS)' unit, postcycle, and $Chool training. 
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b. Con~,Jrrent TrainiNg. Concurrent training is used when aU 
troops cannot be taugh a schedulw subjen at the same time. 
Those that are awaiting jn;;truction in a particular sehed!11ed 
subject should receive training in some other scheduled subjeeL 
Examples of concurrent training are-
(1) During range firing, pel'sonnel who are not on the firing 
or ready line may be trained in reporting information 
about the enemy. 
{2} Personnel who are a;vaiting t.heir turn in practical driv-
ing i:nstruction may be instructed in the theory and 
practice of ohservation. 
c. Integrated Training. Training that is .conduded in addition 
to and as part 01 a regularly scheduled subject and that affect>' 
the entire unit at the same time is integrated training. Subjects 
to be int~grated should be related to, but not neces-~2ry to, the 
effective presemation of the scheduled subject. One or more sub-
jects ma~; be integrated with the seheduled training. The personnel 
concerned should have received prevl0us instruction in the inte~ 
grated subjects. Kxamples of integrate{! training arc-
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{l) Collection of roadway data during a motor march. 
(2) Colleetion of beach and landing area data during an 
2mphibious exercise. 
CHAPTER 5 
OPERATIONS 
Sec1ion L COORDINATiON AND LlAlSON 
13, General 
Transportation :inteHigimce activities at each level of eornrnand 
will be coordinated with G2 and other appropriate agencies, 
through the transportation intelligence officer, in accordance with 
doctrine and procedures prescribed in FM: 30~16. 
14, Coordination 
Transportation intelligence should be available to all levels of 
command if intelligence coordination is ruaint"lined between aU 
echelons. Maintenance of a dose, systematic, and continuous co~ 
ordination by the indh'iduals and activities listed below will help 
to establish the essential elements of information, eliminate dupli-
catkm of effort, ex~ite coUedion and processing, and insure 
adequate dissemination of intelligence data. 
(h Transportation intelligence officer, plans office!", and other-
elements of the transport...ation section, 
b. Intelligence elements of transporation staff sections. 
c. Communications zone transportation seetinns and their .;:oun-
terparts in army and adjacent commands. 
d. Other st2.ff sections--p.articl.llar!y t.he engineer sections be-
cause of similar intelligence interests. 
e. Military intelligence units at dh'ision, corps, and field army 
levels from whkh intelligence support (imagery interpreters, order 
of battle specialists, counterintelligence agents, interrogators of 
prisoners of war) may be obtained. 
f. Ir:teUigence elements of the Na",;y, Air Force, and allied forces 
through the As'sistant Chief of Staff for intelligence (FM 30-16). 
Section 11. D!RECT!ON OF COLLECTION REPORT 
15. General 
Direction of the collection effort inYolves these important pro-
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ce<lures: determin:)l.tiotl of informat.ion requirements Jt,l'ld estab-
lishment of priority of items of inform&tion rllquired, check of in~ 
fonnation aYailable fNn other officts and ag~~rH::ie", aUoea:ion of 
available eollection effort jj.fter balancing requirements agaimlt 
capabilitfes, l:,-su;e.flce of 1'!!<luests for ana orders to {!ollm:t req uired 
information. evaluation of .::ollection reports, and issuan;;;e of new 
instructions to collecting agendes. Guidance must be provided 
eol1er::ting agentie$ on the specific tr,,:r:sp¢rt..""'I.tion information 
needed, time limitations when applicable, priorities of requiNN 
mento, and meant> by whkh agencies can improve their transpor. 
tation information eoU'-lctjon eff<)rt. Collection agencies. s-wu"ld 00 
advised of changed priorities a.nd completion of specific require, 
menta. Direction and supervision of these adivities is tbe resporl~ 
sib-lEty of the G2 at each level of command. 
16. Determination of ReqUIrements 
c;. Essential Elements of Information. The unobtalned item~ 
-of needed infonnat:km or inteIilgence :requIren by a commander at 
a particular time to enable him to rrlt>.ke a decision with t.onfidence 
are the essential elements of information (££1). In the colleetidn 
m trans"fXlrtati-on informat\(m. the primRry concern is the effect. 
of the enemy. we.'lth~r, :and terrain at a g[v~n time upon the trans. 
portation miss)(m (par. 200). The EEl depends entirely upon the 
situation.; designation of the EEl is the reo;ponsibiljty of the com. 
msnder. He shouJd state the EEL spedfying items with the high-
est priority in suffident time for the {;ollectioJi. agencies to perform 
their mlsskm properly, At each ee.ne-lon, the essential element\> 
may indude certain requirements of higher, lower, and adjacent 
ec.h""bn$.. Although L"loe pTirnary misskr. of the collection agelld""s 
is the satisfying of the EEl, they must a.lso collect and report any 
addition;;.} information "<xruired. 
b. G.;:ne-rai Req·~in,m.f.nta" All transportation piOT$Ol)::ne! should 
co!1ect und report all tYpH$ of informa1;jon of intelligetlce value 
within their areas of operations (par, 8f). Appendixes II through 
VI! provide. a g-llid~ for information requin!Inents p(\ttaining to. 
aVl",tion, inland waterways, motor transport, ports, beaehes and 
landing areas, railways, and miscellaneous. n'H)OeS of transport. 
c, SriIM;ijk Requirements. Spec-Hk guidance in the collection of 
transportation inionriation $.nd the proouctlon of intell"igence is 
furnished by tb~ following media and agencj~$: 
(1) The trill.t1Sportatjon seerio·ns of the National Int.elligencf.' 
Sun:e),s contain the available data <m major transporta.-
tion facilities ttnd principal routes in foreign ar%lL 
Transportation information g.aps and deficiencies are 
indicateiL This puhlication is anilable at oversea th~ater 
and command headquarters to meet initial wartime and 
peacetime military transportation planning and oper_ 
ational needs. 'l'ransportation officers and unit com-
manders endeavor to supplerl'lent this initial inrelligf:!lce. 
(2) Analysis of transportation plans, annexes, and sp€c:ial 
transportation capability studies prepared by transporta-
tion personnel at various Je\'eJs of command furnish 
guidance for determining information requirements. 
Dur!}"..&" the preparation of these plans and studies, a list· 
ing of intelllgence gaps and deficiencies is developed for 
submission to the transportation intelllgence officer who 
initiates appropriate collection effort. 
(3) Requirements specifi.ed by G2, transportation staff 
plsnners, transportation units, and others. 
d. Implementation ¢nd Guidance. The transportation ime1li~ 
gence officer at each lev!!!) of command assembles and determines 
priority of transportati011 information requirements of his own 
and other headquarters, analyzes them, .:md incorporates them imo 
his wHection plan (par, 18). He checks an sources of information 
and makes requests to appropriate -collecting agencies. He e\'aiu· 
ates reports, issues instructions, and ftlrnishes continuous gUid, 
ance to collecting agencies through appr()priate channels. 
Section Ill. COLlECTING AND REPORT!NG lNFORMA TON 
17. General 
a. Transportation information embraces all pertinent informa· 
tion about the various modes of transportation. Collection include$: 
coverage of foreign areas that are under the control of our own, 
friendly, and hostile military forces and that are of immediate or 
potential significance to pll!lnning. Complete, comprehensive cover~ 
age is desired. Collection continues in peacetime as well as in 
periods of hostllity. Every effort mUSt be made to colJeet, report, 
and compile a.ll basic: transporution information needed for pre· 
sent and future military planning. The collection scope includes 
manmade and natural features of an are!!. of operations. Emphasis 
must be placed upon the factors that greatly affect the different 
modes of transportation. For example, in a heavily populated 
area, manmade fadors may be important, whereas natural fea. 
tures may he of greater importance iTl arctic, desert, and jungle 
areas. The impact of nuclear and CBll wariare may be an im~ 
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portant consideration, The type of coverage needed must be deter-
mined befor(;- preparing a coll~tion "plan, 
0. The office of the Chief of Trans;::lOrtation needs the following 
information about th" armed forces of f0rtigJ'l nations. 
(1) Top transportation echeJ.ons of the gOTerument. sud:.3$ 
ministry of tnu!spon, bureau 0; rin!!-s el'!d docks, army 
headquaner.$, and other elemems of defense haYing 
transportation :responsibilj:j~". Informa:ion shoUld in-
dude-
(a) Organization, strength and grades, and responsibilities. 
(o} Type of control and how aceompli.;<hec. 
(c) Extent of coordination 'with other governmental 
agencies. 
(d) Chain of command through subordina~e echekm~. 
(2) Organization, mission, functions, responsibilities. p2rson-
llel and equipment streng.:!',,", and c:1pabiJi!i<ls of trans-
port;;..tion he:idquS.Tt>:::rs, units, and detaehments at all 
Jevels. 
(3) Training methods and programs, schools and other trab.-
ing ini';:albtioll.S, taaiC<l-l doctrim"", and me:hod:? of pro-
curement. 
(4) Order of battle information of transportation forces. 
(5) Mobilintion system and potential of ch·man and quasi-
military agencies, facilities, equipment, and pe,sonnel. 
(6) Overall appraisal of transporl.alion forces as components 
of the fighting machine, indudj~g s:r(mg:hs, weakn€"Sses, 
p",-s, perform'Wces. and e:xpeered future de·,elopments. 
(7) System of maiT;t~nanC2, including lrlHhod$ of imple-
mentation, repaIr. eY 8cua;:jon, 2!lC re;;!acement of eqUip-
ment <Ina efficiency of system J:l.nd personnel. 
18. Collection Plan 
a. FormuJatlon of the collection plan depends upon the situ2tion 
and the time eJement involved. The plan must coincide \;;im the 
commander's needs at .:'! gi;'en time for a given period. The intelli-
gence officer must always be guided by what his commander needs 
to kno'w, when he necQ.>: to know it, and what collection ageneif'.3 
can best pro\'ide the informaTjon. After the information require-
menU, have been determined (pars. 16 and 17), the transportati<m 
intemge~ce officer prepures a coHection worksheet. The worksheet 
speeifie& the information needed to fulfill requirements, and is 
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designed to insure the systematic exploitation of all sources, br all 
means, and within a' specified time. The work~heet m:<y b€ pre-
pa:r<~d in any appropriate format. It should show unit, situation, 
period coyered, transportation mission, area im'olved, EEI (elabo-
rated upon if necessary), specified collecting age!..,cy or ager.cies, 
and instructions for reporting the informatior.. The colb::tion 
plan is developed from thi:> worksheet. The plan does no, have 
to be written, and if wri"ten, can be very brief---consisting 0: only 
a few notes. 
h. The EEl should be as concise as possible. Obvious items 
should !lot be explained; items that are not obvious should be 
€-xplained in sufficient detail for the collecting agency to clearly 
understand its mission. 
19. Collection Agencies 
Any indiyidual or organization which collech or processe.;; in-
formation, or both collects and processes information is a collec-
tion agency (FM 30-5). The inteIiigence branch of the transporta_ 
tion special staff section, the transportation intelligence teams, and 
other transportation units constitute the transportation colleetion 
agencieS. Transportation units or personnel may be assigned 
special coliection or reporting tasks. TransporUl.tion informacion 
is collected by the agencies listed in FM's 30-5 ane 30-16, in-
cludi:r:;g the G2 sections of all comm,,-nds, the intelligence elements 
of various technical services (particuiarly tn.: Corps 0: En-
gineers), Naval Intelligence, Air Force lntelllgence, and (lther 
agencies. All transportation personnel are pov:n:ial collectors of 
transportation information. Selection of the colle~tion agency 
depends upon its location, training, and qualifications fo~ the 
mission. 
20. Sources of Information 
A source is a person, thing, action, or cor.c.hion from which 
desired information is obtained. In genHal sources listed in this 
paragraph are those used by the transportation officer and his 
assistants and include agencies or persons which may al~o be 
collecting agencies. Foreign sources are given -in appendixes II 
throDgh VI by transportation modes. See FM's 30-5 and 30-16 
for further discussion of information sources. Principal general 
sources are----
a. PeTso·ns. 
(1) Militar:r and civilian personnel of the Transpor....ation 
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Corps and other technical sen'ices, the Army, Navy, Air 
Foree, Marines, and Coast Guard. 
(2) Mliitary polke p€rsonneL 
(3) Civil affairs personnel. 
{4} Civil authorities and local dvlIians. 
(5) Representatives of COlltracting and engineering firms, 
export-import firms, manufacturers, suppliers, airlines 
and steamship lines, public utilities, and other agencies 
concerned with transpor~tion. 
(6) Captur"d enern~' Ifersonnel, deserters, defectors, repatri-
ates, and refugees. For detailed procedures in handling 
and interrogating prisoners of war, S('-'e FM's 19-40 and 
30 .. ·15. 
(7) G2 personnel. 
(8) Employees of-
(a) Major oil companies. 
(b) Tourist, statistical, and census bureaus. 
(9) Civilian and govetnmental t.ransportation officials. 
b. Documents. This source consists of written. printed, en-
graved, and photographic material-such as; maps, sketches, 
orders, tactical and technical manuals, cryptographic material, 
insignia, letters, photographs, diaries, notebooh, logbooks, main-
tenance recoros, newsp~pers, service records, and cOlnmerdal 
transportation m.agazines and periodicals. Bookstore.'!, libraries, 
captUred enemy headquurwrs, command posts, observation posts, 
personnci, and all types of cargo and personne1-carrying vehicles 
are possible sources of doeument..<;. At least one copy, preferably 
tWQ, of all basic documel,ts, maps, .and diagrams should be iorw 
warded through intelligence ch~ulUels to the appropriate trans-
'p(:Irtation officer. Examples of documents of a general nature 
aT€:_ 
(1) Charts, manuals, manning tables, tables of organization 
and equipment, am! related publications that show or~ 
ganization, functions, and staffing of departments, 
agendes, and operating units. 
(2) Training aids, field and technical manuals, courses of in-
struction, lesson plans, textbooks, and other military 
training m<lteriaL 
(3) Transportation research and develQPment :t-llans and pro-
gress reportS, induding reports on characteristics and 
capabilities of new equipment and facilities and current 
deve!opmerrtal trends. 
(4) Technical and scientific publkations, including reports, 
studie..'>, and analyse:> dealing- with transportation deveJ· 
opments, operations, and problems. 
(5) Terrain, geogr2.phic, economic, commercial, industrial. 
military, and similar studies that give details on trans-
portation systems, routes, fac.ilities, structures, and 
equipment. 
(6) Handbooks and similar publications. For exa.'TIpje: 
transport2.tion equipment manufacturers' handbooks, 
maintenance and servicing manuals. equipment catalogs., 
parts and aCcessories lists, operating instructions, design 
specifications, constructiorl standards, working drawings. 
blueprints, photographs, films, wst rePDrts, swle models, 
prototype:;, production reeords and schedules, saIes re· 
cords, ad"·ertising brochures, engineering textbooks, and 
other material dealing with design ",nd construction 
standards, equipment specifications, or operating and 
maintenance l)radices. 
(7) Tramportation activity plans, studies, re)X>rts-such as 
brochures of construction firms, transportation consultw 
ants. public utilities offices, defense agencies, public works 
departments, oil and mining companies, and similar 
agencies. 
(8) Tourist and travel agency literature on transportation 
routes and facilities, namely-maps, charts, photographs, 
operating schedules, timetables, and similar publications. 
(9) Governmental and commercial publications that contain 
transportation articles, operating statistics, engineering 
data, and photographs. 
(10) Technical dictionaries, eneye\oppAiias, textbooks, and 
modern reference works on transportation subjeds, 
(11) M,anifests, track charts, station diagrams, rOllte profiles, 
bridge and tunnel clearance diagrams, route logs, and 
equipment registers. 
(12) Cargo and shipping: documentation for all transport 
modes. 
c. Transportation Mat('riifl. Transportation equipment includes 
motor vehicles, trailers, iocomoth"es, ran cars. airplanes, heli· 
copters, boats, and barges. The information obtained should in· 
dude: model, type, date of issue, place of manufacture, condition, 
capabilities, and other characteristics that will assist in developing 
intelligence of tactical, technical, and strategic \'alue. 
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d, Transportation Facilities. Information about air; inland 
waterway; motor transport; port, beach, and: landing area; rail-
way; and miscellaneous. transpo!"tation fa.cilitl~s must 00 exploited 
(apps.,11-"V11). TranBportMion facilities that are overrun during 
combat should be examined without delay and detailed reports 
furnishf:d througn technical service and intelligence channels. 
Because of the collateral interests of the Transportation Corps 
and other agencies (par. 8), exploitation is more effective if made 
jointly. 
e, Re!;;.ted Facilities, Equipment, and C-l)1lditions. Pacil.ities, 
equipment. and conditions that affect trans"p<~r<.at:ion, 'Such as 
communicaUOll systems, geography, hydrology, location of con-
taminated areas, and concealment constitute this sourc.e. 
I, Air and Groulld R-eeomwi.$sance >1-1-I.d Photography. A chief 
source of information is the actual inspection of an area. -When-
ever possible, the' information obtained should be clarified and 
suppleroented by photograpbic coverage {par. 27c}. 
g. eli-mate a:nd Terra.in. Soil traffic,abl!lty, visibiJit:Jl, operation 
and mt'.mten_ance of equiprnent, cover and concealment, routes of 
comm,micatjoJ";. and mobility of vehicle" and personn€] are effected 
by dimate and terrain. EJ-. "treme conditions caused by mountains, 
desert, precipitation, wind, heat, and cold are of particular sig~ 
nificance. S .. e FM 30-5 for a detailed discussion of the effect of 
cljmate and terrain. 
21. Methods of Collection 
General methods of collecting transporh<tion information of 
intelligenee l.':o.JUI': are research and observation, interrogation of 
a source, and liaison with the other tec1mical s,\n"ices and combat 
units. 
a. Research and Observation. Transportation Corps personnel 
must be aleri consu.nt1y; they should observe and report ever'l~ 
fhing of intelligence value. Personnel charged with ittformat.ion 
collection r~"ponsjbmtles make ground and air reconnaissance 
trips. Orders for these trips should specify the area to be recon-
noitered, route(s) to be traveled, spedal features or structures 
to be observed, whether aerial photography is desired, and any 
other data desired and :in what detail. Personnel must be trained 
to recognize and report on intercepted enemy communications, 
documents, maps, photographs, and materiel. Climatic data and 
the observation of ent'my activity, or lack of it, may prOVide dues 
to vital information. Maximum use SllOUld be made of ground 
aneaerial photography (par. 27c). 
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b. Interrogation. Enemy ci\-ilian$ :and. mllitary personnel, in-
duding prisoners of war and deserters, are the chief souree\! of 
information g-dne-c from in1enogation. T:>Je t&hniqm~s of inter-
rogation are explained in F)f 30~15. 
c. Liaison u.it.h Otk!n- }lililary Vnits_ Tran.;;portation Corps 
per.'lonnel must take adVantage of opportunities to obtain tran;;-
poru<tion information from corob2.t units. 6ther teehnic.al services. 
ch;il ;offair;; unit;:;, mmtary police units, and :S-aY2.1 and Air Force 
intelligence elements. Trained transportation intelliger:ce per;;on-
nel .and/or technkally qualified spedalist;: should be made avail-
able to the units with which liaison is necessary. Personnel should 
be assigned sufficiently in advance to be thoroughly briefed. Liai-
sen wi.th mHitary units is nec€sszQ- fer both tactical and str.ate.l,.>1c 
planning. 
(1) TaHica! planning. This is normally accomplished through 
liaison with the units concerned. Combat units are usually 
the first to discover !nformation that can b() used in 
transpor.atlon tactical planning. Conth"luous liaison wiih 
combat units, civil affairs units, m)Jitar}' police units, the 
other t~hnical service;;, particularly the combat en-
gineeTs, «TId with supported or supporting Air Force and 
Nayy elements is of prime importance, Accurate and 
current information wm elimh:ate delays and duplica-
tion of effort, thus fadlitating rapid formulation of trans-
llOrtation tactical plans. 
(2) Stro.tegic planm'ng. 
(a.) Coordination with the same. agencies shown in (1) 
above is also n-ece.ssary for str.awgi<: planning and for 
research and development. ThB Corps of Engineers 
is the principal technical service with ·whicb the Trans-
portation Corps is concerned. Responsibility for P);O-
duction and maintenance of Jines of communication in-
telligence rests jointly with the"e two technical serv-
ices. 
{b} Transportation systems in the proposed area of opera-
tions must be evaluated. !'>ew construction of roads, 
bridges, railways, and water and air terminal facilities 
must be considered and plan!led. The impact. on the 
land transportation system of Air Force and Navy 
requirements must a1;;o he considered well in advance. 
Finally, e;;:S¢fltia] civilian use of lines of communica-
tion mus~ be determi.ned b~· intelligence activities 
before the actual outbreak of hostilities. 
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22. Collection in Arctic:, Desert, ond Jung!€""Areos 
a. Arctic. 
" 
(1) Winter opem,tions, In arctic and subarctic areas the 
-enemy's movement capability is of primary importance. 
Personnel arId equipment must be moved over snow and 
ice by either air or surface transportation. Surface 
movement is usually over roads, frozen w(!.terv,'ays, or 
cross.-<.:ountry. The local situation determines the trans-
portation mode; sled dogs and motor transport are toe 
usual mOOes. To determine the enemr's transport cap-
ability, information mU$! be obtained about-
(a) Type, quality, aTld Quantity of enem~' equipment, in-
cluding skis, snowshoes, special purpose vehicles (snow 
r;;moval eqUipment, sleds, winter dothing, mobile 
shelters, and animals. 
(b) The most suitable mode of transport for the area under 
consideration (paek or draft animals, air, rail, motor 
transport) . 
(c) Effect of weather and terrain conditions upon each 
possible mode of transport, induding the load~bearing 
capacity of surfaces. 
(d) Number of personnel available and the extent of iheir 
trammg If) the operatwn and mamienanee of trans. 
port.atlon equipment. 
(e) Statu~ of supplies required for movement (POL, rep,<lr 
parts, etc.). 
(f) Road and rall net aval1abJe. 
(g) Aviation fadJities available, induding aircraft by 
~?(>.> airfields and helkopter landing sites (approaches, 
exists, obstacles, to';)Ogrnphy, location, eoncealment, 
takeoff and landing directions, and condition of surn 
face). 
(h) Ability of the enemy to navigat€ in the Aretic. 
(i) Ports and beadles available, degreee of usability, abillty 
of the enemy to discharge and receive cargo at each, 
aJld adequacy of connecting interior lines of communi~ 
cation. 
(j) Ability of the enemy to stage air-transported opera~ 
tions. 
(k} Movement capability of the enemy by each mode of 
transport, including foot marches. 
(1) Rail equipment available and jtscondition. 
(2) Summer operationB. In additio!: to the information de-
scribed in (1) above that applies also to summer oper-
ations, information will be needed ahout-
(a) Bridging equipment, rafts, and boats a .... ailable to the 
enemy. 
(b) Tides and swiftness of currents in streams and rivers. 
(c) Swamps, mud, dust, and rough, undeveloped roads; 
ability of the enemy to improve these conditions. 
(d) Location, description, and characteristics of inland 
waterway network. 
(e) Number and type of special pUQose cross-country vehi-
cles available to the enemy. 
b. Desert. Securing information abOUt the enemy's ability to 
move personnel and equipment under .adverse conditions--rugged 
terr.ain, limited water supply, deep sand, windstorms, salt m.arshes. 
and extreme temperature ranges--is a chief objecti .... e of collection 
agencies. Although temperature above 130" F is common in the 
desert in the daytime, such a drop may occur in the night that 
heavr clothing and warm bedding are necessary. "CsualJy all the 
water needed for both men and machins has to be transportee. 
because sources are rare. Surface conditions and the Jack of roads 
make special training in operating transport equipment manda-
tory. Information about the subjects listed below will help deter-
mine movement capability of the enemy. 
(1) Type, quantity, and quality of transport equipment, in-
cluding an evaluation of the capability of equipment to 
traverse rugged terrain and sand without overheating. 
(2) Status of driver training, including ability to operate 
special traction equipment. 
(3) Status of critical supplies required for mO\'ement, such 
as POL, water. and repair parts. 
(4) Conduct of maintenance, including special provisions for 
avoiding excessive abrasive wear. 
(5) Ability to navigate in the desert. 
(6) Employment of aircraft. 
c. Jungle. Human bearers, pack and draft animals, inland 
waterway craft, aircraft, .and motor vehicJes are the transporta-
tion media used in jungle operations. The particular nature of the 
area determines the medium. The principal modes of jungle trans. 
port are usually human bearers and pack animals. Inland water-
ways are used to the maximum extent possible, because this mode 
is economical and practical. Aircraft can be employed frequently. 
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Parachute and free-fall SllP'P-1y techniques can be used when land-
bg is not possible. The use of motor transport in jungles is 
limitBd-h1!ing used only where there are road$ or where vegeta-
tion is no~ hea.vy. Small wheded·yehicles and trailers, and small 
tracked_vehicles c.an be used on trails; nov,ever, this usually re-
quires the use of pioneer troops. Transponation information for 
jung-le operatio!?!> should include-
O-} Availabilit;,T and dependability of human bearers and of 
pack and draft animals. 
(2) A\'ailabUity and characteristics of inland waterways. 
(S) Type, quantity, and quanty of aircraft and inland water-
way craft, 
(4) Motor transport. availability and suitability for emplOY, 
ment. 
(5) Nature of the terrain, including amount and quality of 
vegetation. 
(6) Enemy transportation personnel, including pioneer 
troops. 
('l) Effed of deterioration upon supplies, such as ra'tions, 
forage for animllls, POL, and repair parts. (It should 
be borne in mind that jungle vegetation is normally not 
suitable food for domesticated animals. Food for such 
animals must be carried.) 
(8.) General transportation capability analyses for both dry 
and wet seasons. 
(9) Ability of the enemy to naviga'te in jungles. 
23. Estimating the Effect of Nucleor a/ld CBR Operations on 
T rOn!'.porlation Capability 
A!though the collection of nudear and eRR information is pri_ 
marilya fU;Jction of the c:hemical officer at e:ach level of command, 
the transportation officer, through liaison with the chemical ufficer, 
must ass"s!> the pn~sumpth'e impact of nuclear and eBR operations 
on transport capabiliry. BEofore a nuclear or eBR attack, data 
must be evaluated to estimate the probable effect on transport 
capability. After an attack, the damage to personnel, facilities, 
and equipment must be determined. Generalizations about the:;,e 
operations and assessing the resulting damage a,e discussed blow. 
(I.. Nuclear and CBR Operatiolls. 
(1) ."\'ucl"ar u·QT/are. Nuclear warfare may cause mass des-
truction and radioactive contamination. Nuclear weapons 
cat) be employed against per$onnel, equipment, supplies, 
and facilities and are especially effective when used 
against ad\'a!lced cJvllizations, The scale of nuclear war-
fare detennines the type and degree of protection re-
quired for adequate security of units and installations. 
Knowledge of enemy nuclear capabilities permits the 
commander to judge the degree of vulnerability a com-
mand can accept in accomplishing a mission. This knowl-
edge can be the deciding factor in seleding a course of 
action and in locating units and facilities. 
(a) Limited use of nuclear weapons dictates that forces 
adopt measures which permit speed, dispersion, and 
a high degree of air and ground mobility. Information 
corlCerning routes available to the enemy assists in 
determining enemy capabilities and vulnerabilities and 
courses of action for our own forces. 
(b) Unlimited nuclear warfare further increases the im-
portance of ground and air mobility. It increases 
reliance upon flexible modes of transport, such as motor 
and air, while decreasing the use of fixed facilities, 
such as major ports, main rail lines, and large trans-
portation centers. It also increases the importance of 
counterintelligence, reconnaissance, surveillance, tar-
get acquisition, dispersio?l, and communications. A 
command must be dispersed so a5 not to expose dispro-
portionate parts to destruction. 
(c) Employment of nuclear weapons on any seale requires 
that maximum advantage be taken of terrain configu-
ration if the transportation mission makes this pos-
sible. The effects of heat and blast in particular are 
greatly minimized when deflected by irregularities in 
the terrain, For exampie, routes of communication 
located :in gorges, steep valleys, or in mountainous 
areas present less favorabJe nuclear targets than 
rouies located on fiat terrain if the axis of the valley 
or ravine points well away from ground zero. If the 
axis of the valley points toward ground zero, there is 
little or no shielding effect and blast damage may be 
increased because of channelizing the blast wave, 
Furthermore, such routes as these may be blocked by 
obstacles and induced radiation patterns that canna, 
be circumvented, 
(2) Toxic agents and living organisms. Chemical and biologi-
cal agents can completely destroy transport capability by 
rendering ineffective the required number of personnel 
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and animals. They can be used either direetly or in. 
direetly against personnel. They can be used indirectly 
by contaminating corps, water supplies, and equipment. 
These agents may be employed for either -tactical or 
strategic ressons. Particularly in backward areas of the 
world where decontaminatioll procedures, sanitation 
facilities, and medlcal supplies are lacking, chemical and 
biolog-ka! weapons could be decisive by destroying vast 
segments of: the population. 
(3.) Dispersion. Because of the potential of nudear and CBR 
weapons, large concentrations of enemy personnel offer 
the most profitsble targets. Consequently the enemy will 
probably disperse both personnel and equipment to the 
maximum -extent possible. Dispersal capability has been 
gree.tly inereased by improved communications, For 
example, miniaturization of equipment and use of auto-
matic data proceSSing systems make it possible to dis-
perse depots, supply points, and collecting areas. It must 
be <J.ssume<l. that the enemy has made progress similar to 
ours in th~e fields and win disperse his -personnel, equip¥ 
me.nL and supplies Over a wide area. 
(4) Flezibl€ supply systc-m.. Dispersion of personnel and 
equipment necessitates the use of a flexible supply sys~ 
tern. The enemy may be expected to employ a system of 
moblJe replenishment: large quantities of materiel will 
}'lot be stockpiled. Underground shelters will probably be 
used to avoid nudear and CBR hazards. 
Q. Assessing Da.mage. Gem:raJ, tactical, and strategic assess~ 
ment of damage is nec.esssry aft';r a nuclear or CER attack. 
(1) Ge,u·ra1. After an attack, it is of paramount importance 
to determine the enemy's abiEty to recover. The degree 
to which his trans~rtation system hR." been destroyed-
including personnel, equipment, and facHities--must be 
.assessed without de!ay. It is of equal importance to esti~ 
mate his ability to replace personnel and equipment, to 
employ reserve supplies, to repair or rebuild facllities, 
and to make use of such recovery methods as resched. 
uling, rerouting, and decontamination. 1n addition to 
assessing the enemy's ability to recover, the possibility 
of our own forces using the area must also be deter~ 
mined. Information is Meded about the time involved 
before our own forces can enter the area because of 
residual radiati<m or other contamination; the extent 
of destruction of transporu.tion faeilities for all modes 
of trano;po:rtatlon and the repairs required; the radio-
active, chernieal, or blologiea! c<mtamination of trans· 
portation fat.ilities in the area; and the decontamination 
and lndit'idual protective measures required. 
(2) Tactical. When ao;sessing tactical damage, it :is almost 
always desirable to base the analysis on casualties rather 
than on damage to materiel, with the exception of bridges 
and key structures. If trans;x.rtation has been im+ 
mobilized because of casualties that are not readily re-
placeable, sufficient effect has been obtained. Casualties 
from chemical and biological weapons wiii depend pri.-
mari}y upon the availability and use by the enemy of 
prQtecth'e masks, (,,(wer, medical supplies, and imm~lniza­
tions. Important considerations in the assessment of 
casualties from nuclear and CBR weapons are--
(a) Temperature. 
1.Nude2T attacks delivered during extremely low tem-
peratures normally result in fewer casualtie" because 
of the tendency of personnel to seek shlllter from the 
weather, 
2. 1.o\V temperature reduces flash burns and the Effects 
of thennal radiation b~~,:ause of the heavy clothing 
Worn. 
(0) Haze, mist, and fog. These aimospheric conditions re-
duce the thermal radiation and flash effed:s of nuclear 
explosions, but ienri to increase radioactive contamina_ 
tion. 
(e) Rainjal1. Rainfall reduces the Ilffects of thermal radia-
tion by raising the ignition point of personnel and ob-
jects. It can also wash a certain amollnt of chemical, 
biological. and radioactive contamination from person-
nel, equipment, and facilities, but :in turn prodUces 
greater contamination of drainage systems and low 
llreas. 
(d) Wind. Wind direciion and veloci.ty do not greatly 
affect blast, thermal radiation, and initial nuclear 
radiation; they do affect residual radiation caused by 
fallout and the distribution of chemical and biological 
agents. 
{e) Terrain. 
1. Ravines, deep valleys. t<nd mountainous terrain in 
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general greatly reduce personnel casualties from blast, 
flash burn$, and initiaJ nuclear radiation. 
2, Fon'Sts or heayily wooded areas minimize the effects 
of thermal radiation; however, the resulting hazard of 
forest fires and falling limbs and trees is great. Fallen 
trees and the induced radiation pattern may increase 
the number of casualties and restrict use of the area. 
(I) Built-up areas. 
J. Built.up areas shield personnel from heat, radiation, 
and moderate bJast; severe blast in(';reases the hazard 
in these areas because of falling debris. 
2. Personnel p.rotected by well-prepared and deeply dug 
fortifications experience relatively few casualties from 
nuclear burst.s. 
(g) Enemy training sW!us. Th£ number of easUll1iies is 
affeded by the enemy's nuclear and CBR training, 
particularly his detection and identification capabili~ 
ties. 
(3) Strategic. Damage assessment in the strategic sense i.s 
based primarily on t.he enemy's war-making potentiaL 
Thjs includes evaluation of damage to structures, fac-
tories, transportation systems, crops, and natural re-. 
sources. Strategic damage assessment is made by theater 
special damage assessment teams; these teams obtain 
technical information and Increase our knowledge of nu-
clear alld CBR weapons effeets. 
c, Commander's E~olua.tion. After consi:dering the factors di5-
cusse<l in a and b ahove, the commander must evaluate trlmsporta-
tion capability before 2nd after a nuclear or eBR attack. Evalua-
Wm must "be continuous and must keep pace with changing situa. 
tions; it must indude estimating both enemy and friendly force 
eapability in the specified area. 
24. Defermining Enemy Capability fo T rom-port Missiles and 
Nuclear Weapons 
The enemy's missile and nuclear weapon transport capability 
is a primary con-cern of the transportation planner. The sizes and 
weights of missiles and their component sysiems, the special prob-
lems involved in transporting fuel and oxidizers, and the charac¥ 
teristics of the enemy's transportation modes must he considered 
when collecti.ng inform,~tion. The topics listed below may be used 
as a collection guide. 
a, Genera.L 
(1) Transport :re.<;poTIsibilitles of individuals, units, staffs, 
and agencies, 
(2) Saiety regulations in effect or lacking, 
{S) MethoQs of transporting classified shipments. 
(4) Labels, seals, and p1acards in use. 
(5) Missile description (operationa! and in reMarch and 
devekrpment) • 
(a) Nomenclature, model, and type. 
(b) Classification. 
1. Use and range (surface~tO-surface, surface-tO-air, 
etc.) . 
2. Purpose and .employment 
S. Propulsion and guidance systems: rocket engine, 
booster engine, guidance system. 
(c) Characteristics. 
1, Misslle componer,ts (explosive, none~-plosi:v<?) a.nd -c.Qn~ 
tainers. 
2, Propellant'> (liquid and &olid) and CQntainers. 
(6) Tactical organization. 
(a) Command and organizational structure. 
(b) Deployment. 
1. Mobile. 
2, Fh:erl: missile launching sites, assembly or reeycl:ing 
.areas, storage areas, depots, or a'rea defense complexes, 
(c) M()v€ment. This refers to the normal modes of trans_ 
portation and includes types of equipment used in ad-
ministratiYe and tactical movemenu for initial deploYM 
ment and resupplying of missiles and supporting eqtlip~ 
memo 
b. Sizes and Weights of T-ransp(l7'table It~Ins. The sizes and 
Weights of the items listoo below should be obtained. \\nenever 
posSible, diagrams of shipping contain€:rs should al$o b;;: procured. 
(1) Delivery vehicle (shell, m()tor) and integral propellaIlis. 
(2) Warhead and adaptation kits. 
(3). Propellant containers if not an integral part of the de-
livery vehide. 
(4) Grc)Und support equipment. 
(a) Transporting, ereeting, and launching. 
(b) Ground guidanee and antenna. 
(c) Testing and maintenance. 
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(d) Propellant manufacturing and storage. 
(e) Auxiliary: compressor and power generating, aSMm-
bIing and fueling. 
c, Enemy Capability of Handling Shipping Problems. The 
enemy's capability to transport oxidizers., sud; as hydrogen per-
oxide and liquid oxygen; radioactive materials; conventional ex-
plosives; radioactive materi.l\ls with conver:tional explosives; 
deadly llnstable material, sUl.':h as plutonium; solid and liquid fuels; 
and all flammabl& Jiquids that present shipping problems must be 
assessed. Special consideration must be given to-· 
(1) Mot'ements limiiatic>Rl). 
(a) Dimensions and configuration. 
(b) Weight and center of gravity. 
(c) Other limitations, such as stability, speed, gradeability, 
braking, turning radtus of v*hicles, indudiIlg tractor~ 
semitrailer comhina.tjons. 
(2) Sensitivity. 
(a) Shock and vibration. 
(b) Temperature and humidity. 
(e) Evaporation. 
(3} Ha.zards a-rni cwntermeasures. 
(a) .Detonation or explosion. 
(0) Flammability. 
(c) Corrosion. 
(d) Acid burns and toxic poisons. 
(e) Chemical, biological, and radiological. 
(f) Protec.th"e clothing and equipment. 
(4) Ha.ndling and inira.nfJit. st{J1'a.ge. 
(a) Proximity limitations that eontrol quantity and dis-
tance. 
(b) Sut'Veillanee restrictions and inspections. 
(c) Decop.tamlnation and diSposal. 
(d) Securit:Y. 
d. Methods of Shipment. The number 0.7: quantity of the item 
to be. shipped and the type, characteristics, cargo dimensions, and 
number of carriers im'·oh·ed must be determined. Mis!>iles and 
nuclear weapons are usually transported by-
(1) Rail. 
(a) Conventional rolling equ£pmen!, such lOS boxcars, fiat. 
cars, and tank cars. 
(b) Special purpose rail equipment, 
(2) Motor transport Commercial and military motor vehi-
des--conventional and speciai purpose. 
(3) Wa.ter cumers. Commerdal and mi1ital.;J. 
(4) A£rcra.ft. Commercial and milltary . 
.25. Determining Enemy 'Transportation Order of Bottle 
Order of battle is the manner in which transportation forces are 
organized, dispcseci, m:meuvere.C, and supplied. Intelligence con-
cerning these forces consists of proces$ed information about their 
composition, disposition, strength, training, tactics, logistics, and 
efficiency. Particular ar .... as of interest in the collection of order 
of battle infonnation are outlined below. See FM 30-19 for de_ 
t.<a.iled discussion of order of battle intelligen(:e. 
a. General [nformation on Ground "Forces and Army Air Trans-
p07tation. 
(1) Strengths, weaknesses, and trends (short and long 
range). 
(2) Significant foreign influences, 
(a) Advisory groups. 
(b) Sources of militzry aid. 
b. Administrative Organization. 
(1) Anny high command. 
(a) Departmental or ministerial organiz.atlon. 
(b) Overall transportation org;arrizations. 
(c) Chain of command-through territorial headquarters 
and field forc€s, 
(d) Organiz.ational charts of high command transportation 
and transportation support sections. 
(e) Proposed changes in the event of war. 
(2) FUnctions, including internal organization of each trans-
portation bureau and staff division. 
(3) Arms and services, including status, concept, and ium:-
tions of transportation service. 
c. TMtical Organizct-um (Ind Location of Transportation Service 
Units. 
(1) Tables of organization for all modes. 
(2) Implementation of tables of organization-personnel.and 
equipment. 
(3) :Mission, capability, and nonnal.assignment. 
(4) Location. 
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d. Strategy a:nd Dejen.ses. 
(1) Permanent fortifications within transportation inst(;lla~ 
ticns. 
(2) Fortifications for any transportation facmt)' with 2. pe-
tential military use. 
It. Training and Tactics. 
(1) Quality and effectiveness of transportation training sys~ 
Wm. 
(2) Strengths, weaknesses, and current trends. 
(3) Influence of foreign mllhary missions. 
(4) Tactic;;.l doctrine for trl\.:lsportation operations. 
(5) Types of units, training, and equipment for special trans~ 
portation operations. 
(6) Individual training. 
(a} Basic, advanced, and specialized training courses for 
officer and enlisted transporunion personnel. 
(0) Orga:r;lzatioll. and function of transportlltion training 
installations. 
(0) Replacement training sys!E'.m in wartime. 
(d) Transportation traiI!ing- in schools of allied countries 
(student exchange p,og'ram). 
(7) Enit t,aining. 
(11) Systems employed and effecth·eness. 
(b) ~umber and type of units invoh'ed. 
j. Logisi£cs. 
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(l) Classification ;)f transportation equipment and supplies. 
(2) ProcuO'ement. 
(c) Planning and control. 
(b) Design, placement of orders, acceptance, and testing. 
(c) Role of other governmental agencies. 
(d) Amount produced domestically by private industry and 
government arsenals, and amount imported. 
(3) Peacetime storage and issue. 
(0:) SYst(>m of storage and issue in :~one of interior. 
(b) Installations, depots, and other storage installations. 
(4) Wartime supply and movement. 
(a) Requisition and supply in time- of war. 
(b) Efficiency of system. 
(e) All transportation organization respouslbillties and 
functions in army~lJnit m(}\"lim,ent and resupply re~ 
quirements. 
(d) Military use of civilian transport. 
(5) Echelons of mai:r;tenance and repair. 
(6) EYaci.lation. 
(a) Tramportation equipment and personnel. 
(0) Captured materiai and prisoners of war. 
(7) Transportation materieL 
(a) Qualitr and quantitr. 
(0) Existing condition and efficiency. 
g. Personalities. Biographical data on key transportation per-
sonalitie,,;: name, rank, age, and present position. 
h. Quasi_Military Forces. 
(1) Transportation organizations receiving military training 
as preparation for wartime military sen"ice. 
(2) Transportation organizations within military forces used 
for security or border guard work. 
26. Evaluating Political, Economic, ond Scientific Aspects of Enemy 
T ronsportotion System 
u. The political situation \·itally affects national unity and 
defer:se and must be considered when evaluating the enemy's over-
all transport capability. Decisions that immediately affect national 
defense can be made in countries that have centralized govern-
mems. The transportation intelligence officer should be informed 
abour-
(1) Legislation. 
(a) Current transportation codes. 
(b) Budgetary provisions for transportation. 
(c) Tre!lds favoring one or more modes of transportation. 
(d) ~eg!ect of one or more modes of transportation. 
(2) Attitude of national goyernment on transport matters. 
(a) Go\·ernmental control measures. 
(0) Plans for improving transportation. 
(c) Attitudes of political leaders toward transportation. 
(3) Public interest in improved transportation. 
(4) Political personalities favoring rapid expansion of trans-
portation. 
b. The status of transportation in the e<:onomy of a nation can 
be judged by the effectiveness of transportation systems, their 
his:ory and development, plans for future development, importance 
of the various modes, and national needs. Economic information 
can be obtained by studying-
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(1) Industrial supply for all modes of transportation. 
(a) Sources of supPJy of aircraft, land vehlcles, marine 
craft, equipment, supplies, raw materials. 
1. Domestic prodUction (adeqti.2CY and <:apacities). 
2. Foreign sources of supply (agr~rnents in iorce). 
8. Government controls and operating agreements with 
indu!ltry. 
4. Contracts, agreements, and labor relations within 
industry. 
(b) Research ano development (production techniques, in. 
dustrial expansion, modification of product, efficiency). 
(c) Brochures. 
(2) Statistical transportation information. 
(4) Tran!lportatiol) factors influencing production. 
(0) Extent of government subsidization of privately owned 
common carrIers. 
(c) General reports of transportation associations and 
(~ompanies. 
(d) Self~suffidf.ney of government-owni:d transportation. 
(e) International organizations' reports reflecting condi-
tions in the .. rea. 
1. United Nations Transportation and Communications 
Commission. 
2. North Atlantic Treaty OrganizaEon. 
(a) Plannin!{ Board for Ocean Shipping. 
(b) Planning Board for Eur-opeun Inland Surface 
Tr-ansport. 
(c) Planning Committee for International Ch·jj Avia. 
tion Organization. 
$. International Cly)! Ayiation Organization . 
.$. Pan-American Railway Congress. 
5. Pan·American Highway Congress. 
S. "CnHed :Xations Regional Cvmmi$$!on. 
(a) Economic Commission for EUrope. 
(b) Economic Commission for Latin America. 
(c) Economic Commis$ion for Asia and the Far East, 
7. Southeast Asia Treaty Organization. 
8, AmericaJl·British·Canadian Agreements. 
fj. Organization of American States. 
t. Information es;;ential to the development of transport knowl· 
edge ±Ouches upon the entire scope of scientific and technical 
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analysis, including both materiel and methods. This information 
can be obtainec by studying-
(1) Aviation (army aircraft, airfields, and heliports). 
(2) Capabilities and capacities of equipment and transport 
facilities. 
(3) Chemical, mechanical, and nuclear applications. 
(4) Centers of gravity of equiprr.ent. 
(5) Combat development (materiel and methods). 
(6) COS! and efficiency studies. 
(7) Engine and power trair. research and development. 
(8) EnergJ (thermoelectric, thermochemical, and nuclear) 
conversion and storage. 
(9) Hydraulics of liquids. 
(10) Hydrology. 
(11) Marine transport, induding lighterage, amphibians and 
over-the-beach operations. 
(12) Material handling devices. 
(13) Missile transport by modes. 
(14) Motor transport development, induding overland trains. 
(15) PhySical forces: their use 2nd applications. 
(16) Pressure-volume-temperature ratios and applications of 
gases. 
(17) Processing systems for data and their effects on disper-
sion of forces. 
(IS) Properties of materials (solid, liquid, gaseous) 2t dif-
fere!lt temper2tures. 
(19) Propulsion devices for water, air, and vacuum. 
(20) Rail transportation facilities. 
(21) Roll-on, roll-off cargo operations. 
(22) Shock and vibration effects. 
(23) Subsurface marine carriers and underwater storage. 
(24) Surface skimming craft and vehicles. 
(25) Terminal layouts and facilities. 
(26) Transportation communications. 
(27) Transportation equipment research and development ma-
teriel, designs, and specifications. 
(2S) Vulnerability studies, including heat, blast, radiation, 
biological, and chemical effects. 
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27. Rl'Iporting 
(1;, General. Reporting information is as important as collecting 
it. Data is of little or DC value unless it is transmitted through 
proper channels so that .appropriate action can be taken. Reports 
must be accurate, clear, concise, complete. and timely. Whenever 
practicable, they should include operational experience data, Ap-
plicable documents (par. 2Gb) should be appended to each report 
if possible; if applicable documents are not appended, reference 
should be m"de in the report to their location and availability. 
In addition to a written or an oral report" maps and photographs 
should be submitted when appropriate. If the time limit precludes 
the submission of a written report, an oral rI!port m.lly be sub-
mitted. A report may a!$!) ~ submitted piecemeal as the inforrna~ 
tion is received. Normally information is reported through 
specified staff and .... or eommand channels (fig. 2)" If it is necessary 
to act immediately on informa.tion obtained and at the level on 
which obtained, the report must include the .. ctian taken. The 
person $ubmlttlng a report must be guided always by u:ha.t the 
commander neds to knOll: (f,nd lthen helleeds to know it. 
b. Maps. ,Maps may be attached to reports to show terrain 
-conditions, communication routes, and trafficability. Adequate 
legends are of the utmost importance: all markings should be 
explained. Communicatit,lr. routes should be emph2.sized by depict~ 
ing land routes in black and water routes in blue. Varying widths 
of black line:o or da;;hes may be used to indicate different types of 
roads or pathways. \'/atef routes should ~ marked heal,.'lly enough 
to distinguish them from streams. Trafficabiiity may be indicated 
by a system of crosshatching in black; different types of soil or 
various kinds of vegetation may bll shown by a crosshatching 
scheme in, colors. The repor::er may use sny system of marking 
that is easily comprehensible. 
c. Photographs. 
(1) Aerial and gl"ound photogn.phs 'maY also be attached to 
reports to illustl"ate or suppJement the jnformation. A 
good photOgraph, when examined by e.x.pert.'>, may give 
more and better information than many pages of nar~ 
rat-h'.;.>. Photographic coverage should be. weI! planned. 
\'\'henever possible, alJ scenes and objects should be 
photogrlophed f.rom several angles. It is important that 
distances and dimenslons in photographs be indicated by 
inclusion of people, vehicles, and tither objects of known 
size. PhottJgraphs should be annotated and amply ref~ 
ereneed. The date and exact time of day a photograph 
/ 
/ 
Jr'i(/ure 2. Flo",-' ~f TrIJ1WfHn;w.ti<m C~rps ;~f(>'mlltii}1\. 
intdbp'm:oe, am!; mctcrW1, 
WiX,>t taken must b« incJudw; otheywise, tb~ inf-onn{l.tio!) 
may be of littlt~ or no value. Vertical .. erial photograph.:; 
in stereo$CQpi<; flairs taken $(I as to provide seales of 1 
inch equal to 5()O feet to 1 inch e<lual ttl 1,000 feet -pro\·ide 
sufficient detaiL Sample pi'wtographs »f intelligem:a 
value are shown in appendix 'VIII. 
(2) The Signal Cm'ps provides. photographic S¢t'vice. In th~~ 
fieJd army, photographic units are lO<!ated at dlvision, 
corps, and army levels. In the continental United States, 
photographic service is furnished by Signal Corps 
photographic laboratories strategically located within 
each contlnental army area, Although photographie 
coverage is normany the responsibility of the Signal 
Corps, photographs obtained from any souree are useful, 
28. Evaluotion by Collection Agency 
The collection agency should put an evaluation rating (par. 30b) 
on all reportS. This evaluation indicates to the next user (normall.v 
the processor) of the information, the credibility and rellability of 
the source and of the information itself. T.he source and date of 
information should be given whenever possible. 
Section IV. PROCESSING INFORMATION AND PREPAIR1NG 
INTELlIGENCE FOR D!$SEM!NA nON 
29. General 
The tra.nsportation officer produees and maintains tbe trans-
portation intelligence required within his headqua.rters. He also 
prepares and maintains such additional transportstion intelli-
gence as may be directed by high .. ?" headquarters, including main-
tenance of files of special transportation studie;; and sections of 
the National Intelligence Surveys that concern transportation 
within his area of operations. Transportation intel!igeoce L~ pro-
duced by processing transportation information: processing eon-
sistS- of recording, evaluating, and interpreting information col-
lected. 
30. Processing Procedure 
4. Recv'Tding. Recording is the systematic selecting, sorting, 
grouphlg, caU1.loging, and filing of information. Recording must 
be systematic: to insure minimutn delay in evaluating the informa-
tion obtained. Common aids used in r€t."Ording are G2 journals, 
enemy situation maps, and G2 ·worksheets and intelligence files. 
See F'M SO-S for a det?-iled description of these aids. 
b. ,F;1,,'aluating, Each processor evaluates hems of informatlon 
for pertinence, meaning. reliability of source-, and probable accu-
racy, Methods of evaluation are- discussed in FM 30~5. Evalua-
tion is essential because in many instances the processing agency 
has knowledge about the credibility and reliability of the infor-
mation that is not available to the coll<:t.ting ag<lnCY. The proc~ 
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esso, assigns his 0 .. -'; evalw,-tkm rsting to each item of jnforma~ 
Hon. The evaluation rating system explained below is used to 
indicate the reliability of information sources and the probable 
accuracy of the information itself, 
(1) Reliability of source. 
A--cornpietely reliable 
E--usually reliable 
C--fairly reliable 
D-not usually reliable 
E-unreJlable 
F-reEability cannot be judged 
(2) Degree of accura<Yy. 
l--confir-med by other sources 
2-probably true 
3-possibly true 
4·-doubtiul 
5--improbable 
6-truth cannot be judged 
(3) Examples of use. 
A-I -completely reliable, eonfirmed by other sources 
B-3 usually reliable, possibly true 
D-4 not usuall,v reliable, doubtful 
c. Interpreting. Interpretation is the process of critical anal~ 
ysis: it is judging information in the light of previously acquired 
knowledge and exp.erience and determining its significance in 
tHrms of capabilities, limit.atlons, and Nurses of action. The in-
telligence officer must decide what the data means when com-
pared with what is already known: he must decide whether it 
verifies, alters, adds slg:r;jfjeance to, or refutes information already 
processed and ",·hether it tends to confirm or change the existing 
estimate of a situation. Interpret.ation consists of analysis and 
integration. 
(1) Analysis. 
(a) Analyzing information consists of sorting the infor~ 
mation and arranging the same or related subjects 
in basic groups. This systematic arrangement fadli-
tates a critical comparison of the elements and clarifies 
their relationship. Each new piece of inicrmation re-
ceived and processed io the point of interpretation may 
affect, to some degree, the transportation intelligence 
estimate: old capabilities ma~· be replaced with new 
ones, e>:abations upgraded or downgraderl, and con_ 
clusions c!1angl'ld. If conflicting information abo\lt the 
enemy is obtained from sources with the same reiia-
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bility rating, tne possibility of enemy c.ounte:r-!ntem~ 
gence must be carefully considered. 
(b) On.ly pertinent information must be integrated into 
the transportation plan: iEformation that has no pos-
sibJe bearing on transportation should be discarded_ 
Neveriheless before information is discarded as not 
pertinent, coordination rous: be effected with other 
agencies because the information may be. pertinent to 
them. 
(2) Integrl.J..tion. Integration is the combining of basic 
groups of information into .a logical and reasonable p-at-
tern-the converting of information into true intelli-
gence. This requires judgment and the same type of 
transportation background that analyzing information 
requires. Dependi!lg upon the si~uat.lon, t.lje proc€ss of 
integration may b€ a s.hort mental sifting of pertinent 
data, or it may be a lengthy and detailed sorting of 
irJformation. 
31. Maintaining Transportofit::m lntelHgence 
Coll€\'tors, processors, and particularly the users of transpor-
tation intelligence should never be satisfied with any gh'en status 
of the intelligence situation. The transportation €$timate should 
be continuously redsed and kept up to date in the light or new 
information received_ Beta-use the i.ntelligence In-OeEr"S is con-
tinuous, close and systeml.itic. liaJson with all pertinent agencies, 
indudi)")g operating Ul"::ts, is mandat.ory. To insure the produc~ 
twn and main-;;enance of authentic and dmely "intelEgenc€M-
(L, Question anQ requestion all enemy p.?rsonnel. 
b, Obtain and examine new dOCUm€Ets and. reexamine oid ones. 
c. Continue. to study and e'" ... -alua:e uansportation e<:;.' .. ipment and 
facilities. 
d. Enl.luate and re<~\"aluate communication systems, terrain, 
geography, climate, season, weather, hydrology, contaminated 
areas, and concealment. 
e. Repeat reconnaissance alld fleld trips, induding- aerial and 
ground photography. 
f. Maintain contact with mllltary uniis and ch·ilian agencies. 
g. Maintain continuous ljaison with collection agencies. 
32. The Transportation Inte!ligence Estimate 
The transpor:ation intelligence estjm<'lre is a study that de-
serihei\, discusses, a.nd applieJ> interp!'f't~d data tha: are directly 
or indirectly applicable to the transportation mission. The trans-
po,tation intelligence estimate- helps the commander make sound 
and timely dedslons; it is a pa,t of the overall transportation 
esti?'!1ate that is used to formulate the transportation plan. An 
intelligence estimate is macil! after all ayailable information has 
been colleded and processed; however, an eJ>timate must be kept 
current. It must be re,<,iowd when new or additional informa-
tion is received and procesMld. Estimates must b", disseminated 
to appropriate planners in sufficient time to be useful. Should 
time not perml, the making and publishing of formal transporta-
ticr:. plans., intelligence estimates mar be disseminated directly 
to thf: ultimate users-the operating units. Eiements that should 
be considered in a transportation intelligence estimate are listed 
below, Each estimate wiII not necessarily contain all of the ele-
ments listed: content will dePtnd upon the transportation mission. 
!t. Statement of the transportation mission. 
b. Ch?racteristics of the area of oper"tjons that will affect this 
mission. 
(1) Weather and dim3te. 
(2) Terrain features. 
(3) Road and rail nets, including t.raffic bottlenecks. 
(4) Bridges and tunnels. 
(5) Port and beach facilities and wharves. 
(6) Airfields and other aircraft fadlitl€s. 
(7) Inland waterways, locks, ports, 
(8) Warehouses and othl'lr storage facilities. 
c. Cha,acieristks of enemy transportation equipment. 
0) LoCOID.}tiv€ characteristics and inventory. 
(2) Freight and passenger equipment charaderistics and 
inventory. 
(3) Vehicle characteristics and inVentory. 
(4) Crane data. 
(5) Warerway craft census. 
(6) Aircraft characteristics and inventory. 
d. Transport capability of the enemy: air, water, motor, rail, 
miseel1aneous. 
e. Conclusions, including effect of the inrelligence estimate on 
our own forces. 
33. Sewrity C1assificotion of T rOf>..sporlotion Information and In-
teHigence 
a. Transportation intelligence consists principally of our knowl-
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edge of the- enemy's transportation system or of transportatio-q 
systems under his control; this knowledge should be classified if 
the enemy's awareness of it could help him. We classify docu~ 
me-uts and materiel that deal with our own forces to deny the 
enemy knowledge concerning them; it follows that we must exer~ 
dse the same cau:ion in denying the enemy our intelligence about 
his forces. Failure to do this wi!! give him an opportuni'ty to 
accomplish effective counterintelligence, 
b. For information and intelligence not already elasslfioo, the 
degree of elassificJ;.t)on is determined by the commander of the 
echelon in which the information origiMtes; sub-~quent recJassi~ 
fic;;:fjon by higher authority m;;y follow. All transportation per~ 
sonnel must bear in mind that if the eMmy is aware of what we 
know about him, his countermeaSllres- ma~\<" partly or completely 
neutralize our inteBigence effort. 
Section V. DISSEMINATION AND USE OF INTElliGENCE 
34. Objective 
Intelligence may b€ used as a basis for command decisions; it 
must be available in sufficient time to be useful. The primary 
objeeii'>e of dissemination is the timely placing of intelligence 
in the hands. of the ultimat-:a user for the formulation of capability 
estimates and operational plans. 
35, Methods. 
Intelligenee: r~uired by specific transportation sections or units 
is disseminated to them through staff, technical, and cOffi."'Mnd 
channels (fig. 2). Exchange of intemg~nr.e with intelligence 
agendes of other branches and services is through the G2 of the 
command, Media ust!<l to disseminate intelligence depend upon 
the detall, pertinence, urgene.y, and intended use of the intelli~ 
gence, Transportation intelligtmce m2J' be disseminated by any 
of t}le means outlined in FM's 30-5, 30-16, and 101-5. Methods 
of dissemination are formal reports, documents, maps, photo.-
graphs, informal messages, displays and exhibits, personal con~ 
tacts, and telecommunication systems. Figure S shows dissemi~ 
nation agencies and important uses of transportation intelligence. 
M.edia commonly used to disseminate transportation int.elligence 
are destribed below. 
a .. National Intelligence Surveys. Transportation sections of 
the Nationallntellige-nee Surveys contain jntelligence on railways, 
motor transport, water terminals, inland \1.-;aterways, and aviation 
produced by the Office of the Chief of Transpcr..ation in coordina-
tion with the Corps of Engineers and Office of Xuval Jntellig,mce. 
Other sections of these surveys contain intelligence on subjects of 
interest to, but not the res:ponsibillty ai, the Tn~!'.spof"U3.tion Corps, 
such as pjpeline$ and airfields. 
b. Transportation Intelligence Summary. Periodk summaries 
of current transportation intelligence are prepared by transporta-
tion Sp.!\cia! staff sections. Such summaries are provided the As-. 
sistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence; the transportation staffs 
of higher, lower, and adjacent headquarters; and other interested 
agencies as aut.hori7ed by the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intcl1i~ 
genee. 
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(:. Recurring Reports. 
(1) The intelligen.ce :mmnw.ry. This summarizes in tele-
gr-a.phic style intelligence for a specified period. 
(2) Poiodic intdlig~mce reports. These are written reports 
that co\"cr a longer period than an inielIigence summary. 
d. Studi"s and Reports Mad(, as Required. 
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(1) Special transportation studies. Special transportation 
studies prepared by thee office of the Chief of Transpor-
tation and by field agencies on railways, motor trans-
port, water terminals, inland waterways, and aviation 
are given limited distl"ibution. These studies are anal-
yses of basic transportation facilities and resources as 
they relate to given operational situations in actual or 
potential areas of military operations. Transportat.ion 
studies prepared by theaters and armies encompass 
smaller areas and normally contain more detailed and 
up-to~date intellig.mce on specific rout'i.'" and modes than 
studies prepared by th€ Office of the Chief of Transpor-
tation. 
(2) Clhtwtic studies. These studies are prepared by support-
ing Air Weather Service detachments. 
(3) Spot reports. Spot reports contain information and in-
tellig-€DCe that mu:;t be disseminated immediately. 
(4} Prisoner-o!-'u:<tr interrogation and translation reports. 
(5) Photointerpretation reports. 
(a) Immediate, Supplement oral sperl: reports. 
(b) Mission review. Contajn a summary of information 
and intelligence on installations, activities"and area.s. 
(c) Detailed. Cont.1.in pr-ec:ise information and intelligence 
based on photography and other sources. 
(d) Summary. Consolidate information and intelligence. 
from earlier photographic raport.."_ 
(Il) Special. Prepared as required at corps and higher 
headquarters. 
(6) Summaries oj weather and climate. Usually prepared 
by supporting Air Weathe.r Service detachments. 
(7) Technical intelligence bulletins and summarie$. Report 
rc:;ults of examinatiOl: of enemy equlproent and faciliH 
ties. 
(8) Order of baWl' books a.nd handliooks. Contain informa~ 
tion and intelligence on foreign units and nati<:ms. 
e. Operation Plains and Orders. Paragraph 1 of the inteUi~ 
genCf: <lnnex of operation plans and Qrders is commonly used to 
di:l'seminate information and intelligence, 
<'I. Strategic Planning. Intelligence coneerning transportation 
moaes, syst.em,,; facilities, and materiel is all essential element in 
the making of strategic plans, Other intelligence affecting the 
making of these plans pertains to terrain (rivers, mountabls, 
deser;;,). swamps, forests, etc.), weather and climate, and the agri-
cultural and industrial economy of the theater of operations. 
Transportation Corps personnel. c\)TIcerned with transportation 
phmning and intelligence activities use transportation intelligence 
to determine the capabilities, VUlnerabilities. ano probable uses of 
transportation facilities by the enemy. Intelligence is also used 
to determine the capacities, capabilities, an.j potentialities of the 
use of foreign transportation facilities by our own and friendly 
milltzry forces. Strategic jnt€lligence planning is usually the 
result of assembling and studying a large \'olume of detailed 
information; it is normally accomplished at field-army level or 
aOOve. At the- beginning of military operations, the greater part 
of strategic intelllgence is derh'ed from studies of maps; ports 
and beaches; rivers; towns and terrain features; lines of com-
munication; and technical, economic, operational, and communi-
cations intelligence summaries. Sociological, political, and bio-
graphical intelligence summaries are also of vital importance 
ic- strategk planning. 
b. Tactical Planning. Tra!lsportation intelligence is el%ential 
for planning tactical operations becaus.: it includes terrain fe:~­
tUl'es, road nets and their condition, bridges and other structul'es 
affecting movement, weather and climate, and othel' considera-
tions affecting tactical movement by the enemy or friendly £or('e3. 
Transportation intelllgenee may also include knowledge about 
enemr installations and equipment suitable for the tactical use of 
our forces. Anticipation of intelligence needs is a part of tactic ... ! 
planning: information about items of current interest and those 
of probable vaiue in the immediate future should be collected and 
anal;n;oo. The intelligence obtained is normally used at corps lev€! 
and below. 
c. Research and DC1)elopment. Transportation intelligence de. 
veloped in peacetime, as well as that developed during hostiHties, 
is a great aid "in the research and development of transportation 
concepts, materiel, and fa611ties. Captured enemy plans, faelli-
tlt:i>, or equipment prOvide research and development personnel 
'with valuable knowledge about the enem~"'s status of supply, tech, 
nological advancement, and ability to wage war. This knowledge 
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is a factor in th€" timely development of approprIate counter~ 
rneagurc~t Research and development intelligence is normally 
used in CONUS by the Directc)r of Research and Devdopmer)t, in 
coordination with the other assistant seeretaries of the Army. The 
military chiefs in the Department of the Army who are primarily 
concerned with this intelligence data are the Assistant Chi(lf of 
Staff for lntdligence, the Chjef of Research and Development, the 
Deputy Chief of Staff for L-ogisties, and the Chief of Transpor~ 
tation. 'l'ransportation research and development is accomplished 
at dass 11 instal!ations under the Chjef of Transportation. The 
Army research and development program is coordlnate:d with the 
Air Force, Navy, and other interested govenH~'M~nta! agencies. 
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Japatle5e.English TechIlical Terms Diction-
ary 
Chin~Eng1i:sn G1ossary; Technicsl Com-
munication Terms 
Spanish Military Dictionary; English.Span-
ish. Spanish-English 
Portuguese Military Dictionary; PortulPese. 
English, English.Portuguese 
French Military Dictionary; English-French, 
French-Eng-hsb 
German Military Dictionary; German-Eng-
lish, English-Gennan 
Chinese Military Dictionary; Chinese·Eng-
lish, English-ChiMse 
Japanese Military Dictionary; Japanese.Eng-
lish, English-Japanese 
Glossary of Soviet Military Terminology; 
English.Russian, RU$sian.English 
Glossary of Soviet Milit.ary and Related Ab· 
breviations 
Soviet Military Symbols 
Soviet Topographic Map Symbols 
Basic Cryptography 
neid Press Censorship Guidance (C) 
5. Technical Bulletins 
TB 5-550--2 
TB 380-1 
TB 381-1 
Compilation of Intelligence on Military Hyd. 
roiogy 
Communications Security; The Plai.n Lan-
guage Dilemma (U) 
Combat Equipment Te<:hnical Intelligence 
Bulletin 
6. Army Training Tests 
ATT 7-32 G-2 Section, Infantry Division 
ATT 57--3 G-2 Section, Airbome Division (TOE 57-6 
TROTAD) 
7. Army Training Progroms 
ATP 80-15 Military Intelligence Units 
ATP SO-Z03 
ATP $3-301 
AiP 41-·fWO 
ATP 45-201 
AT? 55--207 
Army Trainlng P:rogram fo:r Strategic Intel-
ligence Research and AnalYsIs Units, 
Teams FA, FE, and FC 
Army Training Program for Psychological 
iVarfare Units_ 
Civil Affairs and Military Government 
Groups and Companies 
Army Training Program for Field Press 
Censorship Detachments 
Army Training Program for Transportation 
Intelligence Teams RA and HB 
S_ Army Subject S<:hedules 
ASuDjSed 5--12 
ASubj$cd 6-2 
ASubjScd &-4 
ASl.lbjScd 17-29 
ASubj$cd 19-13 
ASubj$cd 19-14 
ASubj$cd 21-7 
ASubjScil 21-13 
ASubjSd 30-3 
ASubjScd 30-4 
ASubjScd 30-5 
ASubjScd 30·-6 
ASubj8cQ 30-7 
ASubjScd 30--9 
ASubjSed 30--10 
ASubjSca 30-11 
ASubjSd 30--14 
ASubjScd 30-15 
ASubjScd 30-_17 
ASuojSed 3"0-19 
ASuhj&d 3()...20 
ASubjScci 30-21 
ASubjScd 30--28 
ASubjScd 30-29 
ASuojScd $0··.32 
ASubjSed 30-..,33 
" 
Security of Installations and Wery, Parties 
Air Observer Training 
Combat Intelligence 
ScOut Training; 
Security of ).fi)ita.ry Installations 
Security of \' itallnstallations 
Inte]]jgence Training 
Elementary Signal Communications 
Organization, Mission, and Function of Mili-
tary IntE:lHgence t:nib; 
Orgar:ization, Mission, a1)0 Capabilities of 
Military InteHig(mce Specialist Teams 
Milit;:fY Censorship Teams 
Sources of Information A\-ailable to Strategic 
Imelligence Research and An.alysis Units 
Message Center and Communications Secu-
rity 
Combat Intelligence 
Count<!rintcl!igence 
Tactical Terrain Studies 
Military Intelligence Specialists 
Advanced Map. and Photograph Reading 
Strategic Int.elligence Research and Analysis 
Document Examination (Unit Trainiflg) 
Intelllgenee Analysis 
InvestigatiY;l: Photography 
Counterintelligence Corps with Division in 
Attack and Defense 
Counterintelligenet; Corps Field Equipment 
Fingerprinting 
Identification of Eastern Forces (Vrlit Train-
ing) 
ASubjScd 30-.'3·4 
ASll.bjS~d 30-52 
ASubjScd 30-53 
AS\lbjScd 30-54 
ASubjScd 30-5i? 
ASubjSco 30-·60 
ASubjScd 30-·62 
ASubjScd 30-·$3 
ASubjScd 30-64 
ASubjScd 30-65 
ASubJScci 30-B6 
ASubjScd 33-2 
ASubj&d 33-3 
ASubjScd 33-4 
ASubjSccl 33-5 
ASubjScci 33-18 
ASubjScd 33-22-
ASubjScci 33-2-8 
, AS1.lbjScd 33-29 
ASubjScd 44-2-
ASub5Scd 55-·10 
ASubjScd 55-14 
Intelligence Agencies. of Eastern Porce.-'> 
Security of Military Personnel 
CIe in Maneuvers 
Port Counterintelligence Operations 
Intelligence Agencies of the United States 
Counterespionag" 
Surveillance 
Observation and Description 
Defense Against Methods of b~ntl'1' 
Collection and Preservation of Evidence 
Liaison Procedures 
Propaganda 
Staff Organization for Psychological \Va:r* 
fare 
Organization, Mission, Functions, and Cap-
abllitieo; of Psychological \l,Iarfare Units 
Principles of Intelligence. for Psychological 
Warfare 
Psychological Warfare Units; Field Exer~ 
cises 
Clandestine and Intelligence Operations (U) 
Sabotage (U) 
\Veapons (Including Foreign Weapons) 
Recognition of Aircraft and Armor 
Collection of Transportation lnteHigence 
Transportation Intelligence 
9. Tobles of Orgonlzation and Eq\.lipment 
TOE ~OOD 
TOE 5-500C 
TOJ:<; 8-500C 
TOE 9~500R 
TOE 1{l-500R 
TOE U-soOR 
TOE 30-15D 
TOE 30"·16D 
TOE 30-17D 
TOE SO-18D 
TOE 30-19D 
TOE 31)..·21D 
TOE 30-22:D 
Chemical Serviee Organization 
Engineer Service Organization 
"Medical Sa-dee Organization 
Ordnance Service OrganiZation 
Quartermaster Ser.ice Organization 
Signal Servic,e Organization 
Military Intelligence Battalion, Field Army 
Hruldquarters and HeadQ.uarters Company, 
Military Inte1Egence Battalion, Field 
Ar~' . 
Military Intelligence Detachment, Di\'isionaJ 
Military lntelligenci;: Dl'!tachment, Corps or 
Airborne Corps 
Military Inte.lligence Colle.:.tion Company 
Military Intellgience Linguist Company 
Military Intelligence SeCUrity Company 
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